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Abstract

Measurements of the two-dimensional harmonic
content of the end fialda generated by the Brookhaven
CBA dlpole and quadrupole auperconducting aagneta are
preaented. Both the local longitudinal structure and
the integrated end effects are exaained.

Introduction

Whereas the two dimensional structure of the
magnetic field within the straight section of a Mag-
netic can be easily modeled, the determination of the
harmonic content of the magnetic fields at the ends of
a aagnet is a such more sophisticated problem requir-
ing three dimensional modeling and rather elaborate
calculations. It is therefore of great interest to
determine experimentally the nature of these end
fields.

The measuring coil used for obtaining our data
consists of a revolving cylinder* (76.2 cm long x 3.S
cm radius) upon which wire loops have been wound so as
to mtasure directly various multipoles (typically up
to and including 14-pole). By drawing the coll
through the end region of our superconducting dlpole
and quadrupole magnets2 and taking data at regular
intervals, we obtain the two dimensional equivalent of
the end fields as a function of the longitudinal posi-
tion along the axis of the magnet.

The analysis of the magnetic field is baaed on
its decomposition into its harmonic components such
that

By(x) -

Bx(x) -

B3

A3

where B_ and A express Che normal and skew ultipolc

components of Che field (n"l for quadrupole, n«2 for
sextupole, etc.). All fielda will be expressed as
Gauss at 4.4 cm. This number has been chosen since It
corresponds to the radius of Che beam aperture of our
magnets.

Local Fields

The longitudinal structure of the field is de-
duced ay comparing measurements at adjacent longitudi-
nal positions. The local two dimensional field is
obtained by subtracting contiguous measurements of the
integral fields. In Figure 1 we show the results for
the first three higher allowed harmonics of a dlpole
magnet. Depicted on this figure are the locations of
the end of the iron yoke and the effective end of the
magnetic field where the effective length is defined

B**x corresponds to the dipole field generated In the
straight section of the magnet.

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Energy.
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Figure 1. The end field structure of the first three
higher allowed harmonics of a dlpole
magnet.

For the case when the measuring coil completely
contains an end field, I.e., extends from zero field
to the magnetic field of the straight section, then
that portion of the effective length, Z, contained
within the longitudinal dimensions of the measuring
coll is given by

z -
/• coll B0

Note the self-correcting nature <*f these end harmon-
ics. This Is in contrast Co our quadrupole magnets in
which the higher allowed field harmonics (B$, B g, etc)
axe not self-correcting and therefore the ends contri-
bute significantly to the higher allowed harmonics of
the total field. In Figure 2 we show, as an example,
the longitudinal structure of the B 5 field for a quad-
rupole.

Integrated End Fields

The total magnetic field consists of end field
components plus a contribution due to the straight
section of the magnet. If we model the magnetic field
as containing a straight section over the entire
effective length of the magnet, then

4V" Leff

ST
where the indices R,L, and ST correspond to return
end, lead end and straight section respectively. B;
represents the field harmonics generated by the magnet
straight section, unperturbed by the magnet ends.

If we place the measuring coil so as to complete-
ly contain the field generated by one end, then a vart
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Figure 2. The longitudinal structure of the allowed
haraonlc % In a quacirupolt aagnet. The
line represents the Measured B-'l in the
straight section of the aagnet.

etion of the aeasured integral field strength found by
aovlng the aeasuring coil in Incremental steps can be
attributed to the change of the straight section
length contained within the dinenslons of the aeasur-
ing coil. Further the residual field found by extra-
polating to 2"0 (the effective end) can be identified
as the end field contribution to the total integrated
field. Note that this extrapolation procedure allows
for end effects to extend both within and outside the
effective length of the aagnet.

In Figure 3 ue see the results of Maturing the
Integral sextupole at the lead end of a dlpole aagnet.
The effective end distance, Z, la the distance froa
the effective end of the atgnetic field to the end of
the aeasuring coil nearest the longitudinal center of
the aagnet. Ha see linear behavior in Che region 24
cm < Z < 52 ca. The departure froa linear behavior
beyond this region leads us to deduce that the end
fields extend + 24 ca froa the effective end of the
magnetic field.

The results of the integral end field aeasure-
aents, corresponding to the Intercepts at Z-0, are
given In Table I for the lead end of a series of seven
dlpole nagnets and in Table II for both ends of two
quadrupole aagnets. Also given in these Tables are
the aagnet-to-«agnet SMS tolerances necessary to
achieve design field quality for a 400 GeV x 400 GeV
proton storage ring.

Note that only for the quadrupole are the gener-
ated end fields greater than the SMS tolerance and
therefore in need of careful control. However, the
generated end field haraonics of both the dlpole and
quadrupole aagnets satisfy the RMS variation allowed
for the successful operation of the storage ring.

It Is interesting to note that the sextupole end
fields In dipole aagnets correlate well with changes
in end spacer dimensions. This result is shown in
Figure 4 where the horizontal axis represents the sua
of the widths of the last end spacers of the Inner and
outer coils In the two layer aagnets.
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Figure 3. The Integral sextupole field contained
within the 76.2 ca length of the
aeasuring coil.
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Figure 4. The integral sextupole field as a function
of end spacer width.



TABLE I
Dipol* End Fields

• ca at 4.4 cm

Dipol*

CM03
LM01
LH02
LM03
LM05
LM06
LM07

2

0.25
0.28
0.25
0.10
0.54
0.42
0.61

SHS TOL 1.10

J" :

4

0.06
0.22
0.15
0.04

-0.02
0.18

-0.03

0.51

TABLE II
Quadrupole

Bn * d* ' $

Quadrupole

End Fields
• ca at 4.4

n

-0
0
0
0

0

ca

6

.01

.14

.05

.21

.24

QMl Lead
QMl Saturn
QK2 Lead
QM2 Saturn

-0.32
-0.54
-0.52
-0.53

-0.007
-0.046
-0.031
-0.057

Conclusions

With our revolving coil Measuring systea we can
reliably aeasure tba contributions of each magnet and
to the total integral field.

The aelf-correcting nature of end fields of a
dipole Magnet resulta in haraonic field fluctuationa
which are well within apecified toleraacea. The end
fields of quadrupole aagneta are a aore laportant
contribution to the total Integral field of the aagnet
and therefore require aore attention a* to how the
superconducting conductor ia arranged In the end
•actions of the aagnet.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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